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ABSTRACT 

A PROBLEM IN HARMONIC 
CONTINUATION IN A DISK 

STEPHANIE BUYNOSKI 

This paper treats the problem of describing the 

behavior of a function u bounded and harmonic in a disk 

when its behavior is known on a portion B of the disk 

that contains an open set. If /u/ is bounded by one on 

the disk and bounded by 6 on B, then /u/ is bounded at 

the origin by K,-& * ^>0. The method is to complexify u, 

use a lemma of Carleman to bound /u/ in a neighborhood of 

the origin, and use a. three-circle theorem of Hiller to 

bound /u/ in the rest of the disk. 



INTRODUCTION 

The problem treated in this paper is that of harmonic 

continuation, in a disk, of information given on a subset, 

containing an open set, of the disk. This is one of a num¬ 

ber of problems in harmonic continuation, among them con¬ 

tinuation from information on a circle or at a finite 

number of points. cr 
In the problem worked in this paper the region where 

the information is given contains a part of the boundary 

of the disk. The same method of solution can be used when 

the region lies in the interior of the disk. At the end. of 

the paper is a short discussion of this problem. 

There is an alternative means of proof for the lemma 

in Section I, namely, the application of the following theo¬ 

rem of Landis for the case when n--2 and the differential 

equation (*) is Laplace's equation. 

-t- = o 

Theorem; Let u be a solution of 
'(*) + £ yc 

Z- acK cW^o/fuc cTT i 
with continuous coefficients such tha.t 
i) have continuous first and second deriva¬ 
tives, ii) K' have continuous first derivatives, 
and iii) all coefficients and all the deriva¬ 
tives indicated in i) and ii) are bounded in 
absolute value by one in the region where the 
equation is given. Assume also that in this 
region 

£h*-i 
c- \ 

implies (**) Z > o 
IjK 

* Numbers in square brackets refer to the references in 
the bibliography. 
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Let G be a sphere in an n-dimensional 
Euclidean region with center at the origin 
and radius one. Let S be its boundary and 
if be the part of S defined by 

2" 4* = /y >Q j Z. *V * * Gif' < $ * 
t~i £=«. 

Then there exists a positive constant C, 
depending only on the size of the region and 
on ec from (**) such that, for any €>o and 
any solution u of (*) defined in G and 
continuous in the closure of G, having 
normal derivative on and satisfying 

/W l3 * I, 

I Y ~ ^ y 

the inequality£ is satisfied. [3J 

A word about the region B where is in 

order. No conditions on its shape have been imposed in the 

statement of the problem, since the result does hold for 

any B which contains an open set. Nonetheless, the final 

result depends heavily on the shape of 3 in txvo ways. 

We will make the following construction: choose &/>o and 

let /% - e @ I (Zj c)/3) 

First, in order to apply the proof as given in the 

lemma of Section I, we must have B0 connected. Thus, 

areas svich as ACB0 (figure 1} must be neglected. 
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Second,most appendages to the main body of B 

(figure 2) will automatically be excluded from B0 . In 

case part of one should remain, unless it is of sizeable 

area it should be excluded also. The rationale for this is 

that the result of the lemma will depend directly on the 

maximum, taken over all z £ B0 , length of the shortest 

possible pa.th, lying in B0 , from z to a given fixed 

point z0 of B0 . Therefore it may be desirable to 

neglect such regions as A,. 

It is a well-known fact that if u= 0 on an open set 

in the disk, then u=0 throughout the disk. Prom the form 

of the theorem in Section III, it is clear that this result 

may also be obtained as a corollary to that theorem, simply 

by letting £ approach 0. 



SECTION I. 

1. Statement of the Problem 

We are given a function ^('7)0') which is harmonic 

and on some portion B of the disk, 

as in figure 3» B must contain an open 

set. We are asked to bound /*./ pointwise 

in the interior of 77. 
This will be done in three steps, 

i) Bound A*^«>/in terms of e. This t^ill be the object of 

the rest- of Section I. 

li) Bound Z^/>>^where /z/-iby choosing various 

circles lying inside P and using the method of 

Section I to bound <U-/at their centers. This vrill be 

done in Section II. 

iii) Apply a three-circle theorem of Miller to obtain the 

bound in This will be done in Section III. 

2. Comdex! fication of u(x,y) 

Choose o*oC</ and adopt the following notation: 

in the unit disk T* and which satisfies AW £f on pT-7 

Po = { !*I 

So = l IC?J J/3) 

; where restrictionson the mag- 
nitude of a are given below, 
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Z7: Z-/W, ^ CJ-CSJ o) } 

S - the sector bounded by the arc Y and the two line seg¬ 

ments from P to the endpoints of Y 

Sa - s„ n> 
r« = CJro«$,)-P 

We must take a small enough to have % 
c^„i since the 

larger a is, the better our estimate for will be, 

let a be as large as possible, subject to the above res¬ 

traint. The magnitude of a will depend on the size and 

shape of B0 and on the magnitude of d. 

Let ✓fcrtf^.Jbe that harmonic conjugate of s*c which 

satisfies sw(G0=o. Let yY /• c'stsz 

The method, in general, will be to bound the gradient 

of in TZ and to use this to bound sis- in 77 ; to bound 

the gradient of in terms of 6 in Bc and to use this to 

bound sir- in terms of 6 there. (As the proof progresses, 

it will become apparent that it would have sufficed to 

bound st^ in terms of e along yo ; in Section II, however, 

we will need this bound throughout 30 .) Then a lemma of 

Carleman Ci] can be applied to So to bound and hence 

Ufa, •>/> in the desired way. 

Let z0e P0 be given and let ?'?<>. We define Uty by 

^ * z<3) - Since ?0e the circle /£-?*/-/^/-*Z 

lies entirely in T1. Writing the Poisson integral for 
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t~(A& and /^/W' we have V ri/T£i r 
I lW*, -7 / I &P/2 fg-PJ ~J 

V;ref 
- / 
.wj 6^; 

where U(^)-U(£) for /^/=c£. N Now, 

• p£//' rjWf JU/I /JV/* 
/ $/* /^/. 

Also, 

rrJp/l)Jr^s' rljl (PpllP? Jf * J? 

where we are for the moment letting 

Y ■<■ -44 7/^ 
p- P‘J 

vie are 

V/e have the following equalities: 

/ and^-j, 

Hf p 
^ P > 

it „ 
d/y 

JL 

!?' ^ ' 

Also, dP f ? / 

4?^ CO-Pl) „ 

JV ‘ &**■(*-nl*--(°aY’ Y 
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Hence- » ^ A~ V) - y . y 7? (^) v) 

ana __ ^ /U^J /■ _^sSif- x? 0C^). 

y ■ L e * r 

Hence
* ^ 'Oj O)= JL Vcot, f0- V) 9>jJ 

~ C4r-& 6) 
<PC 

Then/^ 0}Jx ^ and. by a similar calculation. 

/t)/°, J < -2 
* * y/y 

r r^7Ti^ 

'’ jm'wf-j&i) i'(v&*a>*'a, 

< _Z 
J77-d - *" ' i 

since T7 implies / CJ(j?)/ - /. Similarly, 
r*7Tc>( 

/<JO / 
7/^ ^ ~y ~ 

Thus, finally we have 

/pO/’°j<’>Js/<$7r°J<’>/+/ltyt°J°>/ _< ST. 

Since the change of variables 7 £ is ^us1: a trans~ 

lation, PU(Oja): p^.c^a). So for any point 2 e 77j / PZ* £*■>/-£e. 

We iaay make the same construction for any point Z0 <? Qo 

Since nov.r the circle /2~2„i ^a Bj we have /U(^)/^e . Hence 

/ VUtC*>J for /e 

Let 20&ro be given and let L be the line segment 

from Q to ?e • (. 7 7?. _) 
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= f ^ ^} ? y) 

where • denotes the dot product and s denotes arc 

length. The length of the second vector Is one. Therefore, 

as £(/-<£) is the diameter of 7~J 

/srCZo)/ * £ tf.'*chc77 *" 7ZC/ • 

Therefore, for £ & 77? 

/^C£)/ ~ 
< ? _ 7 
' 2 3 * * * 7- 

In the same way, if £0e(3c , join £0 to Q by an arc ^ 

A If B0 is convex, we may use line segments; at any 

rate, for each zo&0o we choose si to be as short as possible. 

If Mz0) denotes the arc length of si from Za to Q, then 

let 

Then /Wftj/ 

< ^ / V*Uc(3)/ 0^5 - ^ 

Therefore, /^C£jJ -* G (t * ) , £ e 0O . 

In particular, we have f^ACz)/ - (Tt. ~ ) on 

sides of S. and 
j/t*)/* *c/+ %£) 

on *Z <= G. 

3. A Bound for /uCO.0)/ 

We are now in a position to state and prove the 

following lernma: 

Lemma: Let u be harmonic in the unit disk JJ and satisfy. 

iu./ ± / on JJ2) uuse in li. Then (0<6); < K(C/X^ ) e ^**'*'* 
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ana where d, <?C, and a. have been defined 

7T- 

^ Cc>£' a,) -=* 3'^^' A 

A *» 
/* ~ /—&£ -t-ifI -a* . 

Proof: The result is a direct application of the following 

lemma, due to Carleman W . 

Lemma: Let g(z) be an analytic function regular 
in the interior of a domain OABO bounded by two 
line segments OA and OB which end in a fixed 
point ^* and by an arc AB of a Jordan curve. 
Let ^ be a point on the bisector of the angle 
AOB = OC77". Suppose further that /g(z)/~/7 on 
OA and OB, /g(z)/^ ^ on AB. Let r denote the 
distance from to ^ and let R designate the 
greatest distance from AB 
Then _A 

„ /-£)* 
/Y 

to the point 
JL 

r^\< 

In our case the domain in question is the sector S \Je 
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Hence, 

$ r r \r oi 4- T 
^~7A -T^TZ) 

[/ ^-/i J f j2^%J 

* Af^)-6^
UjaJ. 

q.e.d. 
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SECTION II 

s a For any 0 & 0^Z77 let where cT>0 1 

small number (independent of & ) which will be defined 

belov/. Holding 9 fixed, take such that 

i) {kf / */?(&)]> c n> and ii) OcoCO)^ vrhere we re¬ 

quire that the length J(&) of the arc oJCO) satisfy 

for some fixed J0 independent of &. We choose <P as large 

as possible, subject to allowing us to find such an /ZC6) 

for each 9. The parameter cT depends directly on the size 

of B and inversely on the magni¬ 

tude of o£ and ^£a. 

We have the following situ¬ 

ation: choose Wo) so that Z^(S^O) 

lies on the bisector of the 

angle in the sector defined by 

/°(&) and cO(6). since c PQ 

and coto) c G0> Yre have all the 

bounds for ^ that were computed in Section I. Applying 

Carleman’s lemma again vre have 

’016) 

and /-e>L in the exponent by ^.(0) and /v7 C<9). 
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It remains simply to find a bound which holds for all '& 

Let 

f JCl 
Then (~£-7^ implies K (eSjoZ’) ^ Ktc/jc/, aJ&) ) < 

Let 

Since the length sf(&) of the arc £J(&) satisfies > o 

for all 6>j we will have ^ >0. We see that > ° 

implies that ^ [-^~] ^ u [^ ] > 0. 

Thus, for any ^ZyZCc^cL) > <5, where 

1 
we have set JXf^cd- . It follows immediately that 

Consequently, A?/—<s*6 implies that 

Now fiCctjo.) formally depends on ^ and KCdjpf) formally 

depends on a>6 and &<?. Both of the last two quantities, 

however, are constant in any given problem, so we will 

write A" for KCe/j^)s.r'AyeXCa.) for^^ (etjA.) = _/ J. With 

this notation we have, for /Z/* ef} the uniform bound 

/yctC*)/ £ K € 

60 
60 > o 
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SECTION III 

We are now ready to apply the following three-circle 

theorem, due to Miller M. It is an analogue, for har¬ 

monic functions, of Hadamard's three-circle theorem for 

analytic functions. 

Lemma: If u is harmonic on the unit disk 
and if i^l\p ± rn and !^l\. * I 
then for ~ Q r < / * J 

f *> 

Ir - Jr? . 

In our case p = S and nj- Therefore, for 

,e /. /, we have 

We have proven the following theorem: 

Theorem: Let u be harmonic in the unit disk and 

bounded in modulus by one there. Let /M.f<e on a region 

of the disk which contains an open set. Then 

K G 
ecu') 

/ * S' 

, r*,*/*/. 

where £ ^ JX_FF are constants defined in Section II. 
Fy 

and JZ > o. 
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SECTION IV 

This method can be used to obtain bounds on u when 

B lies in the interior of P% 

Since it does not give as good 

an estimate as the usual method 

of working the problem, its 

chief value is that it is not 

too difficult to calculate £ f 

any reasonably shaped B. By the usual method of treating 

this problem, we would choose some point P £ int B, take 

the Moebius transformation f of the unit disk onto itself 

which sends P onto the origin, and consider fC&X 'Ae 'would 

then let & be the minimum distance from the origin to 

& will depend on the choice of P; and it may not 

be clear which P will give the largest cl? Moreover, 

may be difficult to calculate explicitly. 
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